
The Bankers  

 

If proof were needed that the bankers control western governments it came last 

week when the US Treasury re-imposed sanctions on Iran just 24 hours after Obama 

had lifted them.  

Obama spent over a year trying to resolve the contentious issues surrounding Iran’s 

nuclear enrichment program which had Israel & US hawks continually demanding 

military action to "solve" the issue. 

The US treasury, over run with manipulators from The Fed, seems to have become 

its own director of foreign policy. The Federal Bank which controls the US & the 

World Economy through its direction & placement of the money supply is a private 

corporation run by criminal zealots. 

(I use the word criminal with regard to Natural Law as obviously they change any 

laws which criminalises their actions.) 

 

The power of these bankers is so great that apart from running wars & the World 

Economy they direct money to destroy sovereign nations & direct The Pentagon, the 

CIA & mercenaries to redraw the maps of the Middle East & Europe. 

This has brought them & the western nations into direct conflict with China & Russia 

already raising the stakes to a nuclear standoff. 

All this information is neatly concealed by the western Main Stream Media which 

they also control. 

 

Another failing in this hierarchy of economic power is their current intension to 

impoverish the western civilian societies of UK/US/EU & return us to the days of 

feudal lords & slaves. 

Their insane paranoia & jealousy has led them to despise other people’s happiness 

& shared community spirit. 

The bankers cartel also have control of the world’s oil & energy companies which 

apart from destroying countries & fighting wars, have held back humanities natural 

evolution. 

There have been times in the past & present when clean & cheap energy sources 

have been developed. But they have stepped in to buy & destroy them.  

 

They are also currently involved in destroying Bitcoin, the revolutionary digital 

currency which logs transactions & is therefore fraud proof, something they do not 

want. 

So the Western economies are trapped in a retrograde ideology as the rest of the 

world tries to move into the future & we are left in our "leaders" dollar led economic 

fraud hierarchy.  

A hierarchy that wants to go backwards to the good old days of feudal fascism, 

Satanism & endless  Global war. 
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